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Zadar, May 22, 2014 

 
  

On the basis of the Decision of the Seventh Professional Council of the University in Zadar of the 

Humanistic Field of Science, Artistic Field and Interdisciplinary Field of Art, in the academic year 

2013/2014, class: 112-01/14-01/03 reg. no. 2198-1-79-10/14-12 from April 15, 2014, and class: 112-

01/14-01/03 reg. no. 2198-1-79-10/14-13 from April 15, 2014, and the Decision of the Eighth 

Professional Council of the University of Zadar of the Biomedical and Health Care, Biotechnical, 

Natural, Technical and Interdisciplinary Field of Science, in the academic year 2013/2014, class: 112-

01/14-01/03 reg. no. 2198-1-79-10/14-16 from May 16, 2014 and Decision of the Eighth Professional 

Council of the Humanistic Field of Science, Artistic Field and Interdisciplinary Field of Art, in the 

academic year 2013/2014, class: 112-01/14-01/03 reg. no. 2198-1-79-10/14-17 from May 20, 2014, 

University of Zadar invites applications for a common public 

 

C O N T E S T 

 

1. for the election of an associate to an associate position and work place of research assistant, 

part-time (job vacancy), for the scientific field of humanistic sciences, field of philology, 

branch Anglistics (linguistics) at the English Department, 
2. for the election of an associate to an associate position and work place of research assistant or 

postdoctoral researcher, part-time (job vacancy), 50 % working time, for the scientific field of 

humanistic sciences, field of philology, branch literary theory and history of literature, at the 

English Department, 
3. for the election of a teacher to a scientific and teaching position of assistant professor 

(honorary title), associate professor or full professor for the scientific field of biotechnical 

sciences, field of agriculture (agronomy), branch agrochemistry at the Department of 

Ecology, Agronomy and Aquaculture, 

4. for the election of an associate to an associate position of postdoctoral researcher (honorary 

title), part-time, for the scientific field of biotechnical sciences, field of agriculture 

(agronomy), branch animal husbandry at the Department of Ecology, Agronomy and 

Aquaculture, 

5. for the election of a teacher to a teaching position of lecturer or senior lecturer (honorary title) 

for the scientific field of biomedicine and health care, field of clinical medicine sciences, 

branch of pathology, at the Department of Health Studies, 

6. for the election of a teacher to a teaching position of lecturer or senior lecturer (honorary title) 

for the scientific field of biomedicine and health care, field of clinical medicine sciences, 

branch of medical biochemistry, at the Department of Health Studies, 

7. for the election of a teacher to a teaching position of lecturer or senior lecturer (honorary title) 

for the scientific field of biomedicine and health care, field of clinical medicine sciences, 

branch of internal medicine, at the Department of Health Studies, 

8. for the election of a teacher to a teaching position of lecturer or senior lecturer (honorary title) 

for the scientific field of biomedicine and health care, field of clinical medicine sciences, 

branch of internal medicine (cardiology), at the Department of Health Studies, 

9. for the election of a teacher to a teaching position of lecturer or senior lecturer (honorary title) 

for the scientific field of biomedicine and health care, field of clinical medicine sciences, 

branch of surgery, at the Department of Health Studies, 

10. for the election of two associates to an associate position of research assistant (honorary title), 

part-time, for the scientific field of technical sciences, field of transportation technology and 

transport, branch maritime and river transport (deck officer), at the Department of Maritime 

Studies, 

11. for the election of an associate to an associate position of research assistant (honorary title), 

part-time, for the scientific field of technical sciences, field of transportation technology and 

transport, branch maritime and river transport (engineer officer), at the Department of 

Maritime Studies, 



12. for the election of a teacher to a teaching position and work place of senior lecturer (job 

vacancy) for the scientific field of natural sciences, field of mathematics, branch other 

mathematical disciplines at the Department of Teaching Studies in Gospić, 

13. for the election of a teacher to a teaching position and work place of lecturer (job 

vacancy/substitute position) for the scientific field of humanistic sciences, field of philology, 

branch classical philology (Latin language and Roman literature) at the Department of 

Classical Philology, 

14. for the election of two teachers to a teaching position and work place of lecturer (job 

vacancies/substitute positions) for the scientific field of humanistic sciences, field of 

philology, branch classical philology (Greek language and literature) at the Department of 

Classical Philology, 

15. for the election of an associate to an associate position and work place of research assistant or 

postdoctoral researcher, part-time (job vacancy), for the scientific field of humanistic 

sciences, field of philology, branch Romanistics (glotodidactics), at the Sub-department of 

French Language and Literature of the Department of French and Ibero-Romance Studies. 

  

Applicants have to meet the requirements specified in the Labour Act (Official Gazette, no. 149/09, 

61/11, 82/12 and 73/13), requirements specified in the Act on the Scientific Activity and Higher 

Education (OG, no. 123/03, 198/03, 105/04, 174/04, 2/07 – Decision of the Constitutional Court of the 

Republic of Croatia 46/07, 45/09, 63/11, 94/13 and 139/13) and regulations based therein as well as 

the requirements from other acts. 
 

Applicants for the associate position of research assistant (honorary title), for the scientific field of 

technical sciences, field of transportation technology and transport, branch maritime and river 

transport (deck officer), need to have finished university graduate study of nautical sciences or 

university undergraduate study of nautical sciences and a certificate for deck officer of 3000 GT ship 

or more. 

Applicants for the associate position of research assistant (honorary title), for the scientific field of 

technical sciences, field of transportation technology and transport, branch maritime and river 

transport (engineer officer), need to have finished university graduate study of marine engineering or 

university undergraduate study of marine engineering and a certificate for engineer officer of 3000 GT 

ship or more. 

Expressions used in this contest relating to gender are used neutrally and refer to both genders. 

Applications should be submitted to the University of Zadar, 23000 Zadar, M. Pavlinovića bb 

The application form should be submitted together with two copies of: 

 

- curriculum vitae (for all positions), 

- degree certificate (professional title, academic title or academic degree) and other documents 

testifying to applicant's competences regarding requirements for the election to corresponding 

position (for all positions), 

-  certificate of citizenship or other document relating to citizenship of other states (for all 

positions), 

- evidence of knowledge of the Croatian language (for foreign citizens), 

- evidence on the election to scientific position if the election to corresponding scientific 

position has already happened, or books, scientific and other works for the election to 

scientific position (for scientific and teaching positions), 

- list of books, scientific and other papers classified in two groups: published until the last 

election or re-election, classified in categories and after that, classified in categories (for 

scientific and teaching positions), 

- report on scientific and teaching work (for scientific and teaching positions), 

- evidence on certificate for deck officer of 3000 GT or more (for the associate position of 

research assistant (honorary title), for the scientific field of technical sciences, field of 

transportation technology and transport, branch maritime and river transport „deck officer“),   

- evidence on certificate for engineer officer of 3000 GT or more (for the associate position of 

research assistant (honorary title), for the scientific field of technical sciences, field of 

transportation technology and transport, branch maritime and river transport „engineer 

officer“),   

- grade certificate with average grade from the former studies without diploma work grade or 

additional certificate about the study which confirms which exams he/she passed and with 



what grade, with data on teaching workload and teaching subjects (for an associate position of 

research assistant), 

- evidence that the applicant graduated as one of 10% of the best students of the year or as one 

of 10 best graduates if the number of students is less than 100 at a specific study (for an 

associate position of research assistant), 

- evidence on positively graded results of institutional research of quality of teaching work of 

the applicant or evidence on positively graded results of the student survey conducted by the 

higher education institution (for applicants in the re-election procedure or election to higher 

position and for other applicants who have participated in classes in the higher education 

institutions).  

 

 

Application form, curriculum vitae, report on scientific and teaching work, summaries and lists of 

works are submitted also in electronic form (on CDs) as PDF files, in two copies. 

Application deadline is 30 days from the date of publication in the Official Gazette. 

Untimely and incomplete applications will not be considered. 

Election will be conducted within the statutory period, and applicants will be notified within 15 days 

from the election. 

 

 

Rector 
 

 
 

 

Prof. dr. sc. Ante Uglešić 

 

 


